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When people should go to the books stores, search foundation by shop, shelf by shelf, it is really problematic. This is why we allow the
books compilations in this website. It will certainly ease you to look guide Gettysburg At Artillery The To Guide Concise A as you
such as.
By searching the title, publisher, or authors of guide you in reality want, you can discover them rapidly. In the house, workplace, or
perhaps in your method can be all best area within net connections. If you try to download and install the Gettysburg At Artillery The
To Guide Concise A, it is totally easy then, past currently we extend the belong to to buy and make bargains to download and install
Gettysburg At Artillery The To Guide Concise A for that reason simple!
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A CONCISE GUIDE TO THE ARTILLERY AT GETTYSBURG
A CONCISE GUIDE TO THE ARTILLERY AT GETTYSBURG
This guide is a great source of useful information regarding the actions, weapons, and ammunition of artillery units in the Battle of
Gettysburg. The author discusses the organization of artillery in both armies, providing a concise narrative on the role of each corps'
artillery force in this famous event. This work also includes detailed maps for each day's action, a chart with the numbers of each type
of gun in each army, and an order of battle listing the types of guns, units strengths, and casualties in each battery.

A CONCISE GUIDE TO THE ARTILLERY AT GETTYSBURG
A Concise Guide to the Artillery at Gettysburg is a tremendous resource jammed with useful information regarding the actions,
weapons, and ammunition of artillery units at the war's pivotal battle. Gregory A. Coco sets forth the organization of artillery in both
armies and oﬀers a concise narrative about the role played by the artillery of each corps in the battle. This study also includes detailed
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maps for each day's action, a chart with the numbers of each type of gun in each army, and an order of battle listing the types of
guns, units strengths, and casualties in each battery.

SICKLES AT GETTYSBURG
THE CONTROVERSIAL CIVIL WAR GENERAL WHO COMMITTED MURDER, ABANDONED LITTLE ROUND TOP, AND
DECLARED HIMSELF THE HERO OF GETTYSBURG
Savas Beatie FINALIST, 2009, ARMY HISTORICAL FOUNDATION DISTINGUISHED BOOK AWARDWINNER, 2009, THE BACHELDERCODDINGTON LITERARY AWARD, GIVEN BY THE ROBERT E. LEE CIVIL WAR ROUND TABLE OF CENTRAL NEW JERSEYWINNER, 2009,
GETTYSBURG ROUND TABLES DISTINGUISHED BOOK AWARDWinner of The Bachelder-Coddington Literary Award, 2009, given by the
Robert E. Lee Civil War Round Table of Central New Jersey. Now available in paperback, 'Sickles at Gettysburg: The Controversial Civil
War General Who Committed Murder, Abandoned Little Round Top, and Declared Himself the Hero of Gettysburg', by licensed
battleﬁeld guide James Hessler, is the most deeply-researched, full-length biography to appear on this remarkable American icon. And
it is long overdue.No individual who fought at Gettysburg was more controversial, both personally and professionally, than Major
General Daniel E. Sickles. By 1863, Sickles was notorious as a disgraced former Congressman who murdered his wifes lover on the
streets of Washington and used Americas ﬁrst temporary insanity defense to escape justice. With his political career in ruins, Sickles
used his connections with President Lincoln to obtain a prominent command in the Army of the Potomacs Third Corpsdespite having
no military experience. At Gettysburg, he openly disobeyed orders in one of the most controversial decisions in military history.No
single action dictated the battleﬁeld strategies of George Meade and Robert E. Lee more than Sickles unauthorized advance to the
Peach Orchard, and the mythic defense of Little Round Top might have occurred quite diﬀerently were it not for General Sickles.
Fighting heroically, Sickles lost his leg on the ﬁeld and thereafter worked to remove General Meade from command of the army.
Sickles spent the remainder of his checkered life declaring himself the true hero of Gettysburg.Although he nearly lost the battle,
Sickles was one of the earliest guardians of the battleﬁeld when he returned to Congress, created Gettysburg National Military Park,
and helped preserve the ﬁeld for future generations. But Dan Sickles was never far from scandal. He was eventually removed from the
New York Monument Commission and nearly went to jail for misappropriation of funds.Hesslers critically acclaimed biography is a
balanced and entertaining account of Sickles colorful life. Civil War enthusiasts who want to understand General Sickles scandalous
life, Gettysburgs battleﬁeld strategies, the in-ﬁghting within the Army of the Potomac, and the development of todays National Park
will ﬁnd Sickles at Gettysburg a must-read.REVIEWS: The few other Sickles biographies available will now take a back seat to Hesslers
powerful and evocative study of the man, the general, and the legacy of the Gettysburg battleﬁeld that old Dan left America. I highly
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recommend this book. J. David Petruzzi, co-author of Plenty of Blame to Go Around: Jeb Stuarts Controversial Ride to Gettysburg
(2006) and with Steve Stanley The Complete Gettysburg Guide (2009)This book is a breath of fresh airit is an objective, thorough, and
readable examination of the controversial general. Hessler avoids getting bogged down in extreme reactions typically seen in others
who write on this subject. Sue Boardman, Licensed Battleﬁeld Guide, GNMP; Leadership Program Coordinator, Gettysburg Foundation;
and author of The Battle of Gettysburg Cyclorama: A History and GuideAbout the Author: James A. Hessler works in the ﬁnancial
services industry and is a Licensed Battleﬁeld Guide at Gettysburg National Military Park. He has taught Sickles and Gettysburgrelated courses for Harrisburg Area Community College and the Gettysburg Foundation. In addition to writing articles for publication,
Hessler speaks regularly at Civil War Round Tables. A native of Buﬀalo, NY, he resides in Gettysburg with his wife and children.

THE ARTILLERY OF GETTYSBURG
Cumberland House Publishing The battle of Gettysburg in July 1863 marked the turning point of the American Civil War. The apex of
the Confederacy's ﬁnal major invasion of the North, the devastating defeat also marked the end of the South's oﬀensive strategy
against the North. From this battle until the end of the war, the Confederate armies largely remained defensive. The Artillery of
Gettysburg is a thoughtful look at the role of the artillery during the July 1–3, 1863 conﬂict. By the time of the Gettysburg campaign,
artillery had gained respect in both armies. Used defensively, it could break up attacking formations and change the outcomes of
battle. On the oﬀense, it could soften up enemy positions prior to attack. And even if the results were not immediately obvious, the
psychological eﬀects of strong artillery support could bolster and the infantry and discourage the enemy. Ultimately, infantry and
artillery branches became codependent, for the artillery needed infantry support lest it be decimated by enemy infantry or captured.
The Confederate Army of Northern Virginia had modiﬁed its codependent command system in February 1863. Prior to that, batteries
were allocated to brigades, but now they were assigned to each infantry division, thus decentralizing its command structure and
making it more diﬃcult for Gen. Robert E. Lee and his artillery chief, Brig. Gen. William Pendleton, to control their deployment on the
battleﬁeld. The Union Army of the Potomac had superior artillery capabilities in numerous ways. At Gettysburg the Federal artillery
had 372 cannon and the Confederates 283. To make matters worse, the Confederate artillery frequently was hindered by the quality
of the fuses, which caused the shells to explode too early, too late, or not at all. When combined with a command structure that gave
Union Brig. Gen. Henry Hunt more direct control than his Southern counterpart over his forces, the Federal army enjoyed a decided
advantage in the countryside around Gettysburg Bradley M. Gottfried provides insight into how the two armies employed their
artillery, how the diﬀerent kinds of weapons functioned in battle, and the strategies for using each of them. He shows how artillery
aﬀected the ebb and ﬂow of battle for both armies and thus provides a unique way of understanding the strategies of the Federal and
Union commanders.
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GETTYSBURG STUDY GUIDE, VOLUME 1
Savas Publishing The Gettysburg Campaign Exam Study Guide, Volume One contains 700+ questions and answers regarding the
armies, chronologies, maps, cemeteries, commanders of the 1863 Pennsylvania Campaign. The book's format and content help a
students' exam performance.

THE GETTYSBURG CAMPAIGN STUDY GUIDE, VOLUME 2
STUDY GUIDE FOR THE GETTSYBURG LICENSED BATTLEFIELD GUIDE EXAM
Savas Publishing The Gettysburg Campaign Exam Study Guide, Volume Two contains 600+ questions and answers regarding the
armies, chronologies, maps, cemeteries, commanders of the 1863 Pennsylvania Campaign. The book's format and content help a
students' exam performance.

THE NEW GETTYSBURG CAMPAIGN HANDBOOK
FACTS, PHOTOS, AND ARTWORK FOR READERS OF ALL AGES, JUNE 9–JULY 14, 1863
Casemate Publishers The New Gettysburg Campaign Handbook is an informative full-color guide for American Civil War and
Gettysburg enthusiasts of all ages. Authors J. David Petruzzi and Steven Stanley use clear and concise writing broken down into short
and easy to understand chapters complete with original maps, modern and historic photographs, tables, charts, and artwork to
narrate the history of the Gettysburg Campaign from the opening battle at Brandy Station in Virginia on June 9, 1863, to the escape of
Gen. Robert E. Lee’s Confederate Army of Northern Virginia across the Potomac River on July 14, 1863. Chapters include quotes of
interest from participants, tables and charts of the ages and seniority ranking of the generals of both sides; weather observations
during the battle; a stunning photographic study of the entire campaign; a discussion of the battle’s myths and controversies;
biographies of select oﬃcers, civilians, and battleﬁeld photographers; trivia about the campaign; a comprehensive order of battle; a
suggested reading list and websites; and much more. As enjoyable to look at as it is easy to use, every casual and serious student of
the Civil War and Gettysburg will want a copy of The New Gettysburg Campaign Handbook as a constant companion while reading
other books on the campaign—and even as a supplement and general ﬁeld guide while walking the hallowed Pennsylvania ground.
About the Authors: J. David Petruzzi is an award-winning Civil War cavalry historian. He is the author of many articles for a wide variety
of publications, and has written or co-authored several books including: (with Eric Wittenberg) Plenty of Blame to Go Around: Jeb
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Stuart’s Controversial Ride to Gettysburg (Savas Beatie, 2006); (with Wittenberg and Michael F. Nugent) One Continuous Fight: The
Retreat from Gettysburg and the Pursuit of Lee’s Army of Northern Virginia, July 4-14, 1863 (Savas Beatie, 2008); and (with Steven
Stanley) The Complete Gettysburg Guide: Walking and Driving Tours of the Battleﬁeld, Town, Cemeteries, Field Hospital Sites, and
other Topics of Historical Interest (Savas Beatie, 2009), winner of the U.S. Army Historical Foundation’s 2009 Distinguished Writing
Award, Reference Category. With Stanley, he also produced The Complete Gettysburg Guide: Audio Driving and Walking Tour, Volume
One: The Battleﬁeld (Savas Beatie, 2010). Steven Stanley lives in Gettysburg and is a graphic artist specializing in historical map
design and battleﬁeld photography. His maps, considered among the best in historical cartography, have been a longtime staple of
the Civil War Trust and have helped raise millions of dollars for the Trust through their preservation appeals and interpretation
projects. Steve’s maps have appeared in a wide variety of publications. Co-authored by J. David Petruzzi, Steve produced the maps
and the complete design of The Complete Gettysburg Guide: Walking and Driving Tours of the Battleﬁeld, Town, Cemeteries, Field
Hospital Sites, and other Topics of Historical Interest (Savas Beatie, 2009), the winner of the U.S. Army Historical Foundation’s 2009
Distinguished Writing Award, Reference Category, as well as The Complete Gettysburg Guide: Audio Driving and Walking Tour, Volume
One: The Battleﬁeld (Savas Beatie, 2010).

THE STAND OF THE U.S. ARMY AT GETTYSBURG
Indiana University Press "This is not just 'another Gettysburg book,' but a diﬀerent Gettysburg book. Most of the prior Gettysburg
books have been accounts of Confederate command failures that led to Confederate defeat. This is the story of the Federal defense
leading to Federal victory. The book contains new material and new insights. It rivals Coddington as an essential Gettysburg book, and
it maps the battle like Bigelow mapped The Campaign at Chancellorsville." -- Alan T. Nolan, author of Lee Considered and The Iron
Brigade This major reinterpretation of the key battle of the American Civil War tells the story of the Gettysburg campaign as it
unfolded from early June through mid-July 1863, and its climax with the Federal victory at Gettysburg. The book strives to describe the
campaign with utmost clarity. In pursuit of this goal, it restricts itself to the campaign's major events and participants. Yet many
components of even a boiled-down account of the campaign are complex. Accordingly, The Stand features more than 160 maps and
numerous diagrams that allow the reader to understand what happened at every important stage of the campaign, with special
emphasis on the three-day battle of July 1--3. The book also pays tribute to the vast literature on Gettysburg, with careful
consideration of the many analyses of the campaign, paying particular attention to recent works. The appearance of new
interpretations, including those oﬀered here, suggests that only now, nearly 150 years after the event, are we approaching a
complete and accurate view of what happened during those crucial days at Gettysburg.
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GETTYSBURG, DAY THREE
Simon and Schuster Jeﬀry D. Wert re-creates the last day of the bloody Battle of Gettysburg in astonishing detail, taking readers from
Meade's council of war to the seven-hour struggle for Culp's Hill -- the most sustained combat of the entire engagement. Drawing on
hundreds of sources, including more than 400 manuscript collections, he oﬀers brief excerpts from the letters and diaries of soldiers.
He also introduces heroes on both sides of the conﬂict -- among them General George Greene, the oldest general on the battleﬁeld,
who led the Union troops at Culp's Hill. A gripping narrative written in a fresh and lively style, Gettysburg, Day Three is an
unforgettable rendering of an immortal day in our country's history.

DECISIONS AT GETTYSBURG
THE NINETEEN CRITICAL DECISIONS THAT DEFINED THE CAMPAIGN
Univ. of Tennessee Press The Campaign and Battle of Gettysburg have inspired scrutiny from virtually every angle. Standing out amid
the voluminous scholarship, this book is not merely one more narrative history of the events that transpired before, during, and after
those three momentous July days in southern Pennsylvania. Rather, it focuses on and analyzes nineteen critical decisions by Union
and Confederate commanders that determined the particular ways in which those events unfolded. Matt Spruill, a retired U.S. Army
colonel who studied and taught at the U. S. Army War College in Carlisle, Pennsylvania, contends that, among the many decisions
made during any military campaign, a limited number—strategic, operational, tactical, organizational—make the diﬀerence, with
subsequent decisions and circumstances proceeding from those deﬁning moments. At Gettysburg, he contends, had any of the
nineteen decisions he identiﬁes not been made and/or another decision made in its stead, all sorts of events from those decision
points on would have been diﬀerent and the campaign and battle as we know it today would appear diﬀerently. The battle might have
lasted two days or four days instead of three. The orientation of opposing forces might have been diﬀerent. The battle could well have
occurred away from Gettysburg rather than around the town. Whether Lee would have emerged the victor and Meade the vanquished
remains an open question, but whatever the outcome, it was the particular decision-making delineated here that shaped the
campaign that went into the history books. Along with his insightful analysis of the nineteen decisions, Spruill includes a valuable
appendix that takes the battleﬁeld visitor to the actual locations where the decisions were made or executed. This guide features
excerpts from primary documents that further illuminate the ways in which the commanders saw situations on the ground and made
their decisions accordingly.
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GETTYSBURG
Rowman & Littleﬁeld Gettysburg is widely considered to be the turning point of the Civil War and one of the most epic clashes of arms
in all of military history, from the legendary stand of Joshua Chamberlain to the disastrous Pickett's Charge on the battle’s third and
ﬁnal day. In this installment in the Battle Brieﬁngs series, Thomas Flagel provides an accessible and informative introduction to the
battle.

AN IRISH SOLDIER’S PATRIOTIC JOURNEY
FROM THE WALLS OF FORT SUMTER TO THE HALLS OF THE US PENSION BUREAU
Archway Publishing John Doran wrote to the United States Bureau of Pensions toward the end of his life with a pleading message: I
have been compelled to cease all work, and I am unable to support myself and family on the small pension allowed me. I am a brokendown old man and pray for an increase. It was a sad end for an Irishman who had come to America in 1857 looking for a better
lifesomeone who learned the trade of iron molding before enlisting in the First Regiment of United States Artillery. Doran participated
in most Civil War encounters from Fort Sumter to Appomattox, earning promotions from private to sergeant while serving in the
ﬁghting ﬁrst until 1874. During the war, he suﬀered starvation, sleep deprivation, extreme fatigue, an eye injury impairing his vision, a
foot injury causing a debilitating limp, an ear injury, and numerous other inﬁrmities in the line of duty. Somehow, he survived to return
to his family and iron molding in Meriden, Connecticut, in 1874. But injuries haunted him, and he was forced to give up manual labor
and ﬁght for the next twenty-one years for a small stipend for his military service.

LAST CHANCE FOR VICTORY
ROBERT E. LEE AND THE GETTYSBURG CAMPAIGN
Da Capo Press Long after nearly ﬁfty thousand soldiers shed their blood there, serious misunderstandings persist about Robert E.
Lee's generalship at Gettysburg. What were Lee's choices before, during, and after the battle? What did he know that caused him to
act as he did? Last Chance for Victory addresses these issues by studying Lee's decisions and the military intelligence he possessed
when each was made.Packed with new information and original research, Last Chance for Victory draws alarming conclusions to
complex issues with precision and clarity. Readers will never look at Robert E. Lee and Gettysburg the same way again.
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THE MAPS OF GETTYSBURG
AN ATLAS OF THE GETTYSBURG CAMPAIGN, JUNE 3–JULY 13, 1863
Savas Beatie A comprehensive collection of Civil War maps and battle plans that brought Union and Confederate forces to the largest
battle ever fought on American soil. Thousands of books and articles have been written about Gettysburg—but the military operation
itself remains one of the most complex and diﬃcult to understand. Here, Bradley M. Gottfried gives readers a unique and thorough
study of the campaign that decided the fate of a nation. Enriched with 144 detailed, full-page color maps comprising the entire
campaign, The Maps of Gettysburg shows the action as it happened—down to the regimental and battery level, including the marches
to and from the battleﬁeld, and virtually every signiﬁcant event in-between. Paired with each map is a fully detailed text describing
the units, personalities, movements, and combat it depicts—including quotes from eyewitnesses—all of which bring the Gettysburg
story to life. Perfect for the armchair historian or ﬁrst-hand visitor to the hallowed ground, “no academic library can aﬀord not to
include The Maps of Gettysburg as part of their American Civil War Reference collections” (Midwest Book Review).

PALE HORSE AT PLUM RUN
THE FIRST MINNESOTA AT GETTYSBURG
Minnesota Historical Society Press Minnesota Book Award Winner! Now in paperback. The smoke had just cleared from the last volley
of musketry at Gettysburg. Nearly 70 percent of the First Minnesota regiment lay dead or dying on the ﬁeld--one of the greatest losses
of any unit engaged in the Civil War. The signiﬁcance of this July 2, 1863, battle at Gettysburg is widely known, but the harrowing
details of the First's heroic stand that stopped a furious rebel assault have long been buried. In Pale Horse at Plum Run Brian Leehan
brings the full story of the First at Gettysburg to light as he examines personal accounts, eyewitness reports, and oﬃcial records to
construct a remarkably detailed and compelling narrative. "Brian Leehan's account of the First Minnesota on Cemetery Ridge is the
most detailed and complete I have read. His exhaustive research and compelling narrative are impressive and oﬀer a much fuller
understanding of the regiment's extraordinary feats." -- Richard Moe, author of The Last Full Measure: The Life and Death of the First
Minnesota Volunteers

FAILURE TO PURSUE
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HOW THE ESCAPE OF DEFEATED FORCES PROLONGED THE CIVIL WAR
McFarland Was the Civil War preordained to last four years or were there reasons why neither side could land a knockout punch? From
the outset, both North and South had anticipated a brief conﬂict but despite more than 50 bloody battles neither could force a decisive
conclusion. For most of the war, these battles followed a pattern: the victors claimed the ﬁeld and the vanquished retreated to rest,
resupply and ﬁght another day. Some generals began to realize that pursuit to capture or destroy the retreating enemy was needed to
end the war--not an easy task. Taking a fresh look at the tactics that characterized many major combat actions in the war, this book
examines the performance of unsuccessful (sometimes insubordinate) commanders and credits two generals with eventually seeing
the need for organized pursuit.

THE GETTYSBURG COMPANION
THE COMPLETE GUIDE TO AMERICA'S MOST FAMOUS BATTLE
White Lion Publishing Providing an extensive documentation of the most infamous chapter of the American Civil War, this magisterial
resource has been acclaimed as the most comprehensive and deﬁnitive work on the battle of Gettysburg. After a prologue describing
the Union defeat at Chancellorsville and the death of the Confederates' greatest general, "Stonewall" Jackson, this essential guide
continues with the orders of battle--detailing diagrammatic form, unit strengths, commanders down to regimental and battery level,
and casualties for all of the units engaged. From detailing the military and political command and control on both sides, the campaign
leading up to the battle, the actual engagement, and decisive "highlights" such as the defense of Little Round Top and Pickett's
Charge, this remarkable resource is a superbly illustrated and well-researched presentation that will engage and inform those
intrigued by one of the most pivotal and revolutionary events in American history.

THE BATTLE OF GETTYSBURG
THE TURNING POINT OF THE AMERICAN CIVIL WAR
50Minutes.com Keen to learn but short on time? Get to grips with the events of the Battle of Gettysburg in next to no time with this
concise guide. 50Minutes.com provides a clear and engaging analysis of the Battle of Gettysburg. In July 1863, one of the most
important military engagements of the American Civil War took place. The battle, which began with the Confederate General Robert E.
Lee’s attempt to invade the North, resulted in a Union victory, and is often described as a turning point in the Civil War. Both sides
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sustained major losses, making the Battle of Gettysburg the deadliest battle of the entire war. In just 50 minutes you will: •
Understand the political and social context surrounding the battle and the catalyst that triggered the start of the ﬁghting • Identify the
main commanders and leaders who inﬂuenced the outcome of the battle • Analyse the outcome of the battle and its impact on the
future of America ABOUT 50MINUTES.COM | History & Culture 50MINUTES.COM will enable you to quickly understand the main events,
people, conﬂicts and discoveries from world history that have shaped the world we live in today. Our publications present the key
information on a wide variety of topics in a quick and accessible way that is guaranteed to save you time on your journey of discovery.

DOUBLE CANISTER AT TEN YARDS: THE FEDERAL ARTILLERY AND THE REPULSE OF PICKETT S CHARGE, JULY 3,
1863
Gettysburg is one of the most famous and studied battles of history, and Pickett's Charge, its climax on the third day, continues to
fascinate a new generation of readers. Most accounts of the grand assault focus on General Robert E. Lee's reasons for making the
charge, its preparation, organization, and ultimate failure. Author David Shultz, however, in "Double Canister at Ten Yards": The
Federal Artillery and the Repulse of Pickett's Charge, July 3, 1863, focuses his examination on how and why the Union long-arm beat
back the Confederate foot soldiers. After two days of heavy ﬁghting on July 1 and 2, 1863, the commander of the Army of the
Potomac, Maj. General George G. Meade, correctly surmised General Lee would remain on the oﬀensive on July 3 and strike the Union
center on Cemetery Ridge. Meade informed Maj. Gen. Winﬁeld Hancock, whose infantry lined the ridge, that his sector would bear the
brunt on the morrow and to prepare accordingly. Meade also warned to his capable chief of artillery, Brig. Gen. Henry J. Hunt, and
tasked him with preparing his guns to deal with the approaching assault. Shultz, who has studied Gettysburg for decades and walked
every yard of its hallowed ground, uses oﬃcial reports, letters, diaries, and other accounts to meticulously explain how Hunt and his
oﬃcers and men worked tirelessly that night and well into July 3 to organize a lethal package of orchestrated destruction to greet
Lee's vaunted infantry in an eﬀort that would be hailed by many historians as "The High Water Mark of the Confederacy." The war
witnessed many large scale assaults and artillery bombardments, but no example of defensive gunnery was more destructive than the
ring of direct frontal and full-ﬂank enﬁlading ﬁre Hunt's batteries unleashed upon Lee's assaulting columns. The iron rain broke and
drove back the massed attack within a short time, leaving a fraction of the attacking force to cross the Emmitsburg Road to scale the
deadly Ridge. "Double Canister at Ten Yards" will change the way you look at Pickett's Charge, and leave you wondering yet again
why an oﬃcer as experienced and gifted as General Lee ordered it in the ﬁrst place.
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THE GUN DIGEST BOOK OF MODERN GUN VALUES
FOR MODERN ARMS MADE FROM 1900 TO PRESENT
Dbi Books

SILENT SENTINELS
A REFERENCE GUIDE TO THE ARTILLERY AT GETTYSBURG
Savas Beatie Artillery played an important and perhaps decisive role at the July 1863 Battle of Gettysburg. Although many hundreds of
books have been published on the battle, few have focused on the artillery. Silent Sentinels ﬁlls this ﬂaring gap in the literature. This
well-written and illustrated study was designed for both the casual battleﬁeld visitor and the serious scholar. The former will use Silent
Sentinels to tour the battleﬁeld, browse existing guns, ponder the many photographs, and learn more about artillery in general; the
latter will ﬁnd the extensive primary sources, diagrams, appendices of numbers and losses, and informative discussion of organization
and tactics an indispensable reference resource. Silent Sentinels discusses in detail every gun-type used at Gettysburg, the
equipment needed to operate the guns, their organization, and the tactics employed by both Union and Confederate artillery men. In
addition to a history of the artillery and how it was used, the author includes chapters on the park’s collection of 436 guns, the pieces
on display at the ﬁeld today, how to identify the diﬀerent types of cannon, and how to identify the date and place of manufacture.
Silent Sentinels concludes with a driving tour of the battleﬁeld, specially designed with the artillery in mind. This lovely historical
guide, complete with detailed endnotes and bibliography, will be a welcomed addition to the growing Gettysburg titles.

BATTLE DIGEST: GETTYSBURG
Savas Beatie A concise guide to the American Civil War battle that set the North on the path to victory, with maps, facts, historical
signiﬁcance, and more. Gettysburg represented a strategic turning point in the American Civil War and has thus been referred to as
the “high-water mark” of the Confederacy. Although tactically a draw, strategically it was a major victory for the Union. After the
battle, the Army of Northern Virginia limped home, never to regain its former strength and conﬁdence. And although the ﬁghting
would continue for another two years, Gettysburg instilled new conﬁdence in the Union army. It had proven to itself, and to the world,
that it could ﬁght and win against the remarkable Robert E. Lee. Learn why each side did what it did, and how Meade outgeneraled
Lee during this famous engagement. The Battle Digest summary includes all the key aspects of the campaign and battle, including
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maps, images, and lessons learned.

AMERICAN CIVIL WAR ARTILLERY 1861–65 (2)
HEAVY ARTILLERY
Bloomsbury Publishing Because of the length of the coastline of the United States, from the beginning American ordnance and
engineers placed an emphasis on heavy artillery mounted in coastal defences. The Union army organised its 'Heavy Artillery' into
separate regiments, uniformed and equipped diﬀerently. While the Field Artillery was assigned across the ﬁghting fronts Heavy
Artillery units served the big guns in the forts and the defences of Washington. The Confederates did not diﬀerentiate types of artillery
and those that became known as Heavy Artillery did so through informal association rather than formal designation. This book details
the development and usage of the big guns. New Vanguard 38 and 40 are also available in a single volume special edition as
'American Civil War Artillery 1861-65'.

THE GUN DIGEST BOOK OF MODERN GUN VALUES
Krause Publications Provides values and details on over 12,000 guns manufactured from 1900 to the present.

CANNONS
AN INTRODUCTION TO CIVIL WAR ARTILLERY
Thomas Publications (PA)

HALLOWED GROUND
A WALK AT GETTYSBURG
'[I]n a larger sense, we can not dedicate-we can not consecrate-we can not hallow-this ground. The brave men, living and dead, who
struggled here, have consecrated it, far above our power to add or detract.' - President Abraham Lincoln

HANDGUNS 2002
Gower Publishing Company, Limited The latest edition of the top-selling handguns annual presents new reports on handguns for ﬁeld
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and personal protection use. The comprehensive catalog section is fully updated, expanded, and well illustrated, displaying today's
commercially available handguns. New feature articles provide the latest on trends, gun tests, selfdefense, and handgun hunting. The
catalog section covers currently manufactured semi-custom handguns and commercial centerﬁre, rimﬁre, and blackpowder pistols, as
well as airguns. Plus an accessories section covers handgun grips, sights, scopes, metallic reloading presses, and spotting scopes. An
essential reference section gives enthusiasts the NRA Compendium of Firearms Laws, the NRA Right-to-Carry Reciprocity Guide, a
directory of the handgunning trade, and listings of arms associations, periodicals, and books. - Extensively updated handgun catalog
section - Expanded semi-custom handguns and handgun grips coverage - Latest trends, gun tests, self-defense, and handgun hunting

THE GUN DIGEST BOOK OF THE 1911
Gun Digest Books Does Your 1911 Stack Up? &break;&break;When John Browning designed the Model 1911 pistol for Colt's
Manufacturing Co. he created the standard by which pistols have been judged for more than 90 years. &break;&break;Now Patrick
Sweeney provides the ﬁrst in-depth look at the Model 1911 in all its forms, complete with information on ammunition, after-market
parts and performance testing of semi-custom guns. This book shows you what the 1911 is and what it can become. If you own a 1911
now or have ever considered buying one, this book is for you.

BLUE & GRAY MAGAZINE
ARMY
HANDGUNS 2003
Dbi Books The latest edition of the top-selling handguns annual features new reports on handguns for ﬁeld and personal protection
use. The catalog section is fully updated and expanded with new feature articles providing the latest on trends, gun tests, selfdefense, and handgun hunting.

THE ULTIMATE GUIDE TO THE GETTYSBURG ADDRESS
Explains the 272-word Gettysburg Address more thoroughly than any book previously published with colorized step-by-step diagrams.

FURY ON THE BLISS FARM AT GETTYSBURG
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Savas Publishing The odd grassy mound between the long ridges south of Gettysburg might arouse the curiosity of a visitor, but the
site of the Bliss Farm lies hundreds of yards from modern tour routs. Certainly, more infamous sites on the battleﬁeld vie for one’s
attention, and the struggle fro this once prosperous homestead is easily overlooked. Yet, on July 2 & 3, 1863, the incongruously
named farm was a no-man’s land that changed hands some ten times – possibly more than any other ground at Gettysburg. The
reader is invited to tour this seldom explored area of the battleﬁeld using maps, photos, and ﬁrst-hand accounts to discover how that
struggle impacted Lee’s plan for victory, the lives of those who fought there, and the Bliss family.

GETTYSBURG
A GUIDED TOUR THROUGH HISTORY
Rowman & Littleﬁeld Walk through the battleﬁeld of Gettysburg with those who lived and fought there Waged over three days in July
1863, the Battle of Gettysburg proved to be the turning point of the Civil War in the East. This book brings you face-to-face as never
before with the people and events that shaped this epic battle. It features: - An introduction that sets Gettysburg in historical context A timeline that adds further texture to the history described - Concise biographies of key participants - A historical walking tour Where to stay and eat, and places to visit nearby - Archival and color photos throughout - Two PopOuts—an archival map showing the
battle as it unraveled, and another showing the same location today About the Timeline series These one-of-a-kind books bring you
face to face with the people and events that have shaped American history and who have left their mark on some of the nation's most
important historical landmarks and locations.

MY RICH UNCLE
AN INFORMAL GUIDE TO MAXIMIZING YOUR ENLISTMENT
Casemate Publishers Want to maximize your time in the military? Want to know what it really takes to be successful while serving
your country? Ever just want someone to keep it real on the topics that mean the most to you? A.J. Kehl, a Senior Master Sergeant
(SMSgt) in the U.S. Air Force, does just that and more in My Rich Uncle: An Informal Guide to Maximizing Your Enlistment. Kehl’s wellcrafted guide is designed with one purpose in mind: To make sure you make the most out of your time in the armed forces. Sgt. Kehl
distinguishes his book from any other you will read, pointing out all the important things that rarely, if ever, make it to print. Hot items
such as promotion, leadership, networking, and traveling make this a must-read for anyone now on active duty, thinking of joining the
military, or who has spent time within this unique lifestyle. My Rich Uncle includes an invaluable collection of knowledge, wisdom, and
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insight from numerous military leaders, all of which is geared toward helping fellow military members ﬁnd success in their careers. It
highlights the cultural things we expect men and women to know, or at least ﬁgure out, but which are rarely taught. This book will
help you successfully navigate a military career by providing insight into the expectations and the steps for YOU to take in order to
maximize your service time and set yourself up for success. It also highlights little known programs, like Air Force Lean and
Continuous Process Improvement, that empower members to ﬁnd root cause solutions and reduce time-wasting practices that do not
further your career. My Rich Uncle: An Informal Guide to Maximizing Your Enlistment is written by an airman for men and women in all
branches who want to get the most out of their service. “This is a military guide like no other!” — J. Lewis, Command CMSgt (Ret.)
“The author has put together a masterpiece collection of knowledge, wisdom, and insight.” — Lt. Col. J. Failing “A recipe for success.”
— L. Manley, CMSgt (Ret.)

THE SUMMER OF ’63: GETTYSBURG
FAVORITE STORIES AND FRESH PERSPECTIVES FROM THE HISTORIANS AT EMERGING CIVIL WAR
Savas Beatie Gettysburg, the largest land battle on the North American continent, has maintained an unshakable grip on the American
imagination. Building on momentum from a string of victories that stretched back into the summer of 1862, Robert E. Lee launched
his Confederate Army of Northern Virginia on an invasion of the North meant to shake Union resolve and fundamentally shift the
dynamic of the war. His counterpart with the Federal Army of the Potomac, George Meade, elevated to command just days before the
ﬁghting, found himself defending his home state in a high-stakes battle that could have put Confederates at the very gates of the
nation’s capital. The public historians writing for the popular Emerging Civil War blog, speaking on its podcast, or delivering talks at
the annual Emerging Civil War Symposium at Stevenson Ridge in Virginia always present their work in ways that engage and animate
audiences. Their eﬀorts entertain, challenge, and sometimes provoke readers with fresh perspectives and insights born from years of
working at battleﬁelds, guiding tours, presenting talks, and writing for the wider Civil War community. The Summer of ’63: Gettysburg:
Favorite Stories and Fresh Perspectives from the Historians at Emerging Civil War is a compilation of some of their favorites,
anthologized, revised, and updated, together with several original pieces. Each entry includes original and helpful illustrations. This
important study, when read with its companion volume The Summer of ’63: Vicksburg and Tullahoma, contextualizes the major 1863
campaigns in what arguably was Civil War’s turning-point summer.

GUN DIGEST 2004
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THE WORLD'S GREATEST GUN BOOK
Dbi Books Provides an updated catalog and reference section, thousands of full-color and black-and-white photographs, new product
reports that cover a wide range of topics, and current feature articles. Original.

SUMMER THUNDER
A BATTLEFIELD GUIDE TO THE ARTILLERY AT GETTYSBURG
Univ. of Tennessee Press Among the myriad books examining the Battle of Gettysburg (July 1–3, 1863), Summer Thunder is one of a
kind. A terriﬁc resource for visitors to the national military park, it explores the clashing armies’ deployment of artillery throughout the
battle—from one position to another, from one day to the next. Matt Spruill, a retired U.S. Army colonel and former licensed
Gettysburg guide, carefully takes readers to every point on the battleﬁeld where artillery was used, and combining his own
commentary with excerpts from the Oﬃcial Records and other primary sources, he reveals the tactical thinking of both Union and
Confederate commanders. Spruill uses a sequential series of thirty-ﬁve “stops,” complete with driving instructions and recent
photographs, to guide readers around the park and orient them about where the opposing units were placed and what happened
there. Detailed maps depict the battleﬁeld as it was in 1863 and are marked with artillery positions, including the number of guns in
action with each battery. Meanwhile, the passages from primary sources allow the reader to see key events as the actual participants
saw them. The book also brims with information about the various artillery pieces used by both sides, from howitzers to Parrott riﬂes
and Napoleon ﬁeld guns, and the critical role they played over the course of the battle, right up its outcome. Summer Thunder devotes
a chapter to each of the three days of the historic engagement between the Army of the Potomac and the Army of Northern Virginia.
One can follow the battle chronologically in its entirety from Stop 1 to Stop 35, or concentrate on a speciﬁc day or a speciﬁc area. In
fact, the maps and orientation information are of such detail that the book can be used even without being on the battleﬁeld, making
it an invaluable reference work for expert and novice alike. Matt Spruill is the author of four previous Civil War battleﬁeld guide books.
He studied and taught at the U.S. Army General Command and Staﬀ College and the U.S. Army War College. “Spruill’s book is a valued
resource for visitors to the national military park.” — The Civil War Librarian

CIVIL WAR ROAD TRIP, VOLUME I: A GUIDE TO NORTHERN VIRGINIA, MARYLAND & PENNSYLVANIA,
1861-1863: FIRST MANASSAS TO GETTYSBURG
The Countryman Press The new, amazingly detailed, and thorough guide from the author of The Complete Civil War Road Trip Guide.
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Although the Civil War was fought across America, the most captivating events for history buﬀ s seem to be those that occurred in the
relatively small region surrounding the two wartime capitals, Washington, DC, and Richmond, Virginia. In The Civil War Road Trip: A
Guide to Northern Virginia, Maryland, and Pennsylvania, author Michael Weeks takes you on complete tours of every major military
campaign in the region during the ﬁrst two years of the war, from First Manassas in 1861 to Gettysburg in 1863. Weeks has visited
every site included here, learning their vibrant stories and driving thousands of miles to bring readers the most accurate information.
Detailed directions and maps for your own road trip, along with a blow-by-blow history of each campaign, will guide you to and
through some of the war’s most critical battlegrounds, including Fredericksburg, Antietam, and the Shenandoah Valley. Travel tips,
historic lodging places, and further sources of information are also included. Fully up to date and thoroughly researched, this
guidebook is indispensable for travelers interested in America’s history.
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